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From QD algorithms to QD meta-evolution
•Quality-diversity (QD) algorithms (e.g. MAP-Elites [5]) evolve large archive of behaviourally diverse and high-performing solutions.

•Choice of the behaviour space: features that define the behavioural diversity across the solutions.

– traditionally: chosen by the user;

– however, complex and non-intuitive features often optimise the intended purpose better.

•Recent works start automating the behaviour space:

– explicit: unsupervised learning of behavioural features with auto-encoders (AE) [2];

– implicit: bias behaviour search by data-driven variation operators, based on latent space found by VAE [3];

– focus on performance and diversity but do not necessarily capture the type of diversity that is of interest to the end-user.

•QD meta-evolution evolves QD algorithms to a meta-objective:

– Meta-objective. The benefit of the meta-objective is to provide the user with a QD archive that meets the specific requirements (e.g.
adaptation across a particular domain of interest). Here, focus on damage recovery.

– Generate and test. The meta-algorithm performs meta-generations in which it generates new QD algorithms and tests these on how well
they optimise the resulting QD archive’s meta-objective.

– Arbitrary components. The meta-algorithm can in principle allow arbitrary components of the QD algorithms to be modified and
optimised by including them in the meta-genotype. Here, focus on defining the features of the behaviour space.

Quality-diversity meta-evolution
The paper uses Meta-evolution with CMA-ES [1], which uses CMA-ES to find the best MAP-Elites (ME) algorithm. ME evolves a
behaviour-performance map, storing the highest-fitness controllers for each hypercube in a discretised behaviour space [5]. CMA-ES is here used
in repeated meta-generations to automatically find the best behaviour space that maximises the meta-objective. Each such meta-generation goes
as follows:

1. Sample new meta-genotypes W1, . . . ,Wλ from the multivariate normal distribution defined by CMA-ES.

2. For i ∈ {1, . . . , λ}, use meta-genotype Wi to construct a new mapMi based on existing solutions in the database.

3. For i ∈ {1, . . . , λ}, ME(Wi) further evolvesMi and all newly generated solutions are stored in the database. In this paper, Wi parametrises
the definitions of the features of the behaviour space.

4. Evaluate each meta-genotype i ∈ {1, . . . , λ} on the meta-fitness F(Wi).

5. CMA-ES updates the mean, covariance, and step size , applying the (µ/µW , λ)-CMA Evolution Strategy [4].

QD meta-evolution: illustration of a meta-generation

This paper focuses on the benefit of non-linear transformations
instead of the linear transformation used in prior work (see yellow highlights).

Expressing arbitrary feature-maps for non-trivial functions over base-features
In previous work [1], the behaviour space was defined by a matrix product such that the “target-features”β of the behaviour space are defined by a matrix product of the meta-genotype
and a larger set of base-features, β = Wb. The base-feature space is chosen by the end-user and is typically a high-dimensional with various features that the user supplies – only some
of these may be useful for the target behaviour space.
This paper generalises this transformation into feature-maps, which can be any transformation of the form φ(W,b). This paper investigates three types of feature-maps.
First, the linear transformation used in earlier work [1] is included:

β = Wb , (1)

where W ∈ RD×Nb.
Second, to demonstrate whether or not a combination of features is actually needed, a feature-selector is included,

β = bj1, . . . , bjD , (2)

where ji = arg maxj∈Nb
Wij selects for each feature i ∈ {1, . . . , D} the base-feature bj with highest Wij.

Third, to demonstrate the need for non-trivial feature-maps, we include a non-linear transformation using a neural network with a single hidden layer,

h(W,b) = W2SNb
(W1b + B1) + B2

β = SNh
(h(W,b)) ,

(3)

where SN(x) = 1/ (1 + exp (−αsx/(N + 1))) is an elementwise sigmoid function correcting for the scale of the weighted sum of a number of N incoming activations; αs is an empirically
defined scaling factor; and now W is composed of a weight matrix from input to hidden layer, W1 ∈ RNh×Nb, a weight matrix from hidden layer to output, W2 ∈ RD×Nh, and the
corresponding bias units B1, B2 ∈ R. Such a network can represent arbitrary feature-maps and the shape of the sigmoid function ensures that all local regions in the target feature
space are represented frequently enough for both quality and diversity.

Application: 8-joint robot arm
The application is a robot arm with eight joints with orientation range [−π/2, π/2]rad. Behind the robot
arm is a wall such that span of the robot is a semi-circle. The genotype, g, represents the desired angles for
the joints. The fitness f (g) is the negative variance of the angles, discouraging zigzag motions for energy-
efficiency and distributing movement equally among the joints for robustness to failures. The meta-fitness
F aims for uniform coverage over the semi-circle span regardless of damages that fix individual joints to
randomly chosen angles.

Effect of feature-map on meta-evolution
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Effect of feature-map on meta-fitness (y-axis; Mean ± SD over 5 replicates) across function evaluations
(x-axis). Non-linear feature-maps clearly outperform the feature-selector and linear

feature-maps.

Test on a priori unknown damages
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Joint 1 Joint 5 Joint 8
For each angular offset (x-axis), which adds an additional angle to the desired angle of a joint, the

coverage of the semi-circle span of the robot is shown (y-axis; Mean ± SD across 5 replicates). Traditional
MAP-Elites algorithms have traditional hand-coded behaviour spaces (see Position, Polar, JointPairAngle,
and AngleSum); here, these take into account the position and/or angle of the joints of the robot arm. QD

Meta-evolution with evolved non-linear feature-map (see Meta in the figure) takes the features from
Position, Polar, JointPairAngle and AngleSum as its base-features, b, and then maps them to the

target-features using the feature-map φ(W,b). For QD Meta-evolution, the line corresponds to the
behaviour-space formed from CMA-ES’ mean at the end of meta-evolution. QD Meta-evolution

demonstrates especially high robustness to high-severity damages (i.e. large offsets).
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